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The Dolce Vita Hideaway  
in the Heart  

of the Vineyards.

On the banks of the Moselle River, charmingly tucked 
away among vineyards that run like a ribbon through the 
region, Victor’s Residenz-Hotel Schloss Berg is ideally 
suited for pastoral pleasures and lavish luxuries alike. 

The moment you first feast your eyes on the impressive 
ensemble of Roman-style Mediterranean villa and fairy-
tale Renaissance castle, you’ll know: a whole new world of 
splendour and serenity lies before you. 

Thanks to its exclusive location, in the very heart of the 
border triangle between Germany, Luxembourg and 
France, our 5 star superior establishment offers a colorful 
palette of possibilities to create lasting memories of your 
stay – enjoy wine tastings at local wineries, for example, 
or excursions on foot or by bike to explore the scenically 
stunning surroundings. Allow us to inspire you in the 
historical ambiance of our magical retreat.

THE PINNACLE  
OF PLEASURE

?
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Ohh, you’ll dream of this for years to come: 95 times 
„Wow!“ for our stylish rooms and exclusive suites. While 
the Roman villa oozes genuine Mediterranean elegance, the 
Renaissance castle welcomes you in the same enchanting 
ambiance in which knights and noblewomen once lived: 
the divine suites (Göttersuiten) will have you feeling as 
if you were floating on clouds. Enjoy moments of blissful 
relaxation on your balcony or terrace, overlooking the 
charming courtyard, or marvel at the romantic views across 
the vineyards. 

With us, you are always connected: Victor’s PhoneFlat 
allows for phone calls to all landlines and mobiles worldwi-
de free of charge from your room. We offer you free Wi-Fi 
throughout the whole hotel. And Victor’s SkyTV gives you  
a great selection of live sports action and cinematic high-
lights free of charge in your room.

SUITE DREAMS
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Enjoy a delicious dining experience at our Bacchus restau-
rant, where we will take you on an extraordinary voyage 
culinaire along the Mediterranean coast: from scrumptious 
starters and flavorsome fresh fish all the way to sinfully 
sweet crème brûlée. 

Should you fancy some heartier fare, then Victor’s rustic 
country tavern Die Scheune is perfect for you. Regional spe-
cialties and seasonal delicacies are served in charming, cosy 
surroundings along with a big helping of warm cordiality – 
in front of the crackling fireplace or in our lovely beer garden. 

Feel like relaxing in style with a glass of fine wine or a 
cool cocktail in hand? The Lobby-Bar is the place to be. It 
also serves coffee, cake and other princely pleasures of the 
palate from our very own pâtisserie. And after a long, but 
beautiful day, come unwind with a refreshing drink in the 
loungy atmosphere of Caesar’s Bar.

CREATIVE CULINARY  
CONCEPTS
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His high art of creating the perfect gourmet pleasure has 
been crowned with 3 Michelin stars since 2005: Victor’s 
FINE DINING by Christian Bau – the name speaks for 
itself. 

The passionate team surrounding our internationally 
renowned chef de cuisine, Christian Bau, and sommeli-
ère Nina Mann will whisk you away to new horizons of 
culinary indulgence. The mouth-watering menu reads 
like a map of the world. One-of-a-kind compositions are 
conjured up with first-class ingredients and unparalleled 
creativity before they are exquisitely presented like works 
of art. From exotic seafood and selected variations of fish 
and meat to the perfect dessert – all courses are accom-
panied by excellent corresponding wines. Hold on to your 
taste buds – they’re in for a firework of flavours!

ABSOLUTELY  
FABULICIOUS!
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Meeting, conference, banquet – whatever the occasion: 
our four modern function rooms can accommodate up 
to 300 persons and provide the perfect setting for your 
event. Custom-tailored service, up-to-date technology 
and an attractive ambiance guarantee that we bring your 
festivity fantasy to life.

In high gear to success: our vehicle-accessible function 
rooms are the perfect backdrop for impressive car pre-
sentations. But not only that! We have all the room you 
need for any event you can dream of – from corporate to 
private parties such as weddings and anniversaries.

And to put the cherry on the cake, we can sweeten your 
stay at Victor’s by organizing leisure activities to your 
heart’s desire – from a game of golf to city sightseeing and 
helicopter tours.

CONGREGATE  
AND CELEBRATE
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Dip into the wellness zone and luxuriate in perfect peace – 
at Victor’s Spa you’ll reach a serene state of relaxation and 
feel rejuvenated at the same time. A visit to our veritable 
fountain of youth will have you sparkle inside and out 
thanks to an expansive palette of super effective services 
including mesmerizing massages, blissful body treatments, 
fabulous facials and amazing aroma baths. Discover your 
source of vitality and relax in the hands of our professio-
nal therapists who will pamper you with the finest quality 
brand name products by Horst Kirchberger, Reviderm, 
EcoMedic, Landsberg – First Class Aesthetic and Vinoble 
Cosmetics.

Try our anti-aging highlights: The HydraFacial is one of the 
most fashionable, state-of-the-art resurfacing methods for 
gentle, non-invasive skin renewal. The innovative JetPeel 
is a revolutionary aesthetic approach to rejuvenation, 
based on the latest insights from aerospace technology. A 
sanctuary for all senses, our oasis of wellbeing also offers 
a swimming pool with jacuzzi, a steam bath, a solarium, 
a work-out room, and an “Aufguss” sauna with aromatic 
essential oil infusions.

TAKE A SPAVELOUS  
TIME OUT
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Victor’s Residenz-Hotel Schloss Berg
Schloßstraße 27–29 · D-66706 Perl-Nennig/Mosel

phone +49 6866 79-0 · fax +49 6866 79-100
info.nennig@victors.de · www.victors.de
A Victor’s Residenz-Hotels GmbH hotel 
Kurfürstendamm 100 · D-10709 Berlin

The Dolce Vita Hideaway 
in the Heart of the Vineyards.


